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Abstract. A rnixture of two types of super-pararnagnetic colloidal particles with long-range dipolar inte r
act ion is confined by gravity to a flat interface of a hanging water droplet. The particles are observed by 
video rnicroscopy and the dipolar interaction strength is controlled by an external magnetic field . The loeal 
structure as obtained by pair correlation functions and bond order statistics is investigated as a function of 
systern ternperature and relat ive concentration . Although the system has no long-range order and exhibits 
glassy dy nall1 ics, eliff'erent types of stab le crystall ites coexisL. T he local oreler of ('h e globally elisorelere el 
structure is expla ineel by a small set of specific crystal structures . T he statistics of crystal unit cells show a 
continuous increase of local oreler with decreasing system ternperature as weil as a dependence on samp ie 
history anel local cornposit ion. 

1 Introduction 

Many systems show a dynamic arrest as revealed by a 
drastic increase of viscosity. T his phenomenon of kinetic 
vitrifica tion may take place even when a phase transition 
into a long-range ordered state is possible and eventu
ally may occur under appropriate conditions; examples 
are mono disperse hard spheres [1] , semicrystalline stacks 
of lamellar crystals in polymers [2] or binat-y mixtures in 
metal a lloys [3]. 

It appears obvious that disordered structure and dy
namics are related. One example for a elose formal connec
tion between structure and dynamics of a glass-forming 
system is provided by Mode Coupling Theory (MeT), 
since the only input into the MeT equations is the static 
structure factor [4,5]. Nevertheless, the microscopic con
nection between structure and dynamics is st ill under 
strong debate [6- 8], especially the question how crystal
lization is connected to vitrificat ion and dynamical hetero
geneity [9 ,10]. Simulations [10] suggest that crystallization 
plays a key role for the glass transition. The a uthors pro
pose that "liquicls tend to order into the equilibrium crys
LaI, buL frusLratioll errecLs 0 [' locally favored shorL-range 
ordering on long-range crystalline ordering prevent crys
tallization and help vi t rification". 

It was found in experiments [11], simulations [12], and 
theory [13] that glassy systems in 2D exhibit the full range 
oE glass phenomenology known in three-dimensional glass 
formers, both in dynamics and structure. However, in ex
periments, glassy behavior in two dimensions is only pos-
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sible by introducing polydispersity [13]. The simplest form 
of polydispersity is that oE a binat·y system, which may of 
course also turn into binary crystal structures. 

In experiments, colloidal glasses have the advantage 
over atomic systems that, besides statistical averaged in
formation about the local structure, "quasi-atomic" reso
lu tion is provided by microscopy [6 ,11] . 

The binary co11oidal 2D system invest igated here con
sists 0 1' a rnixtul'e oI part icles with two difl'erent magnetic 
moments. It exhibits all typical phenomenological features 
of a glass former, e. g. drastic increase of relaxation t imes 
for increasing interaction strength, no long-range order , 
and dynamic heterogeneities [11]. The dynamics of the 
system was compared with MeT and good agreement was 
found [13]. Partial elustering of small particles was ob
served [14,15] due to the nonadclitivity of the dipolar bi
nary potential. This leads to a heterogeneous distribution 
of partiele composition , which resul ts locally in a coexist
illg variety oI ~Illall al'eH~ witli di fferent unclerly iug crysLal 
structures. Thus, heterogenous distribution of small pat"ti
eles suppresses long-range order. Extended stable crystal 
structures for 2D binary dipoles were found in T = 0 
lattice sum calculations [16,1 7]. Especia11y a11 10ca11y 01'

dered structures discussed in this paper were predicted to 
be stable. 

The idea that the disordered structure of this system is 
made up from particular substructures (triangular struc
tures) was origina11y discussed in [18]. However, in this 
paper we suggest that the local ordered structure origi
nates from the tendency of the binat·y mixt ure towards 
crysta11ization. 

http://epje.edpsciences.org/
http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bsz:352-168726
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H Glass cell in side view 

Fig. 1. Super-paramagnetic colloidal particles confined at a 
water/air interface clue to gravity. The curvature of the inter
face is actively controlled to be completely Rat; therefore the 
system is considered to be ideally two-dimensional. A rnagnetic 
field H perpendicular to the interface induces a magnetic mo
ment m in each bead leacling to a repulsive dipolar interaction. 

Crystallization may be geometrically possible, pro
vided the relative concentration matches a certain crystal 
structure. However, crystallization is not at odds with a 
glass transition in a binary system. A decrease in temper
ature can force a system into a dynamically arrested state 
due to strang increase of viscosity before crystallization 
can establish long-range order. Since the small particles 
cannot reorganize fast enough, much disorder is "frozen" 
iu . As a COllscqucncc difFcrcli t cOTllpcting cry::;tallinc struc
tures appeal' , while the global structure remains amor
phous. 

2 Experimental setup 

Our experimental setup consists of a mixt ure of two dif
ferent kinds of spherical and super-paramagnetic colloidal 
particles (species A: diameter dA = 4.5 11m, susceptibil
ity XA = 6.22 . 10- 11 Am2 /T, elensity PA = 1.5 g/cm3 

and species B: dn = 2.8I1m, Xn = 6.6 . 10- 12 Am2/T, 
PD = 1.3 g/cm3

) which are confined by gravity to a wa
ter/air interface . This interface is formed by a water drop 
suspended by surface tension in a top sealeel cylinelrical 
hole (6 mm diameter , 1 mm depth) of a gl ass plate as 
sketcheel in Figure 1. A magnetic field H is applied per
pendicular to the water/air interface inducing a magnetic 
moment M = AH in each particle leading to a repulsive 
dipole-dipole pair interaction. Counterpart of the poten
tial energy is thermal energy wh ich generates Brownian 
motion . Thus the dimensionless interaction strength r is 
defined by the ratio of the potential versus thermal en
ergy: 

Here, t; = NB/(NA + ND) is the relative concentration of 
small species wi th NA big and ND small particles and P 
is the area density of all particles. T he average distance 
of neighboring big particles is given by l = 1/ fob'iy' The 
interaction strength can be externally controlled by means 
of the magnetic field H. r can be interpreted as an inverse 
temperature ancl controls the behavior of the system. 

Fig. 2. Coordinates of big (open circles) and srnall particles 
(black discs) are shown for two values of r (left: 5 , right: 674). 
The Voronoi cells of only the big particles are sketched. 

The ensemble of particles is visualized with video mi
croscopy from below and the signal of a CCD 8-Bit gray
scale camera is analyzed on a computer. The field of view 
has a size of 1158 x 865 11m2 containing typically 3· 103 

particles, whereas the whole sampie contains about up to 
105 particles. Standard image processing is performed to 
get size, number and positions of the coUoids. A computer 
controlled syringe driven by a micro-stage contrals the 
volume of the droplet to get a completely flat surface. 
In this way fluctuations around the set-point of particle 
density are suppressed below 0.1 % anel the biggest ob
served particle-elensity gradient in the horizontal plane is 
less than 1 %. The latter is achieved by a variation of the 
inclinat ion of the whole experimental setup. This inclina
t ion is a lso controlled actively by micro-stages with a reso
lution of (X ~ 1l1rad. After several weeks of adjusting and 
equilibrat ion this provides best equilibrium conditions for 
long-time stability. During data acquisition the images are 
analyzed with a frame rate down to 250 ms. Trajectories 
for aU particles in the field of view can be recorded over 
several days providing the whole phase space information. 
T he thermal activated out-of-plane motion of t he colloids 
is in the range of a few tenth of nm so the ensemble can 
be considered as ideally two-dimensional. 

3 Local order 

Adding small particles prevents global crystallization of 
the system. As the susceptibility of the small particles is 
roughly ten times smaUer compared to that of the big 
ones the local structure is dominated by the latter. This 
is demonstrated in Figure 2 where the Voronoi cells of the 
big particles (small particles are ignored) are shown for 
two di FFc["cnt intc["ac!"io!l strcngt·.hs l'. Increasing l', the 
small particles are fOI"Ced into the potential dips formed 
by the big particles. The Voronoi vertices of the big and 
the positions of the small particles are highly correlated. 
In Figure 3 the probab ility distribut ion of distances d of 
the small particle to its next Voronoi vertex are shown for 
various temperatures. One sees that for increasing interac
tion strength the small particles are progressively pinned 
to the potential minima between the big ones. The devia
tion from a Gaussian distribution at higher interaction 
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Fig. 3. The distribution of squared distances d2 of small par
ticles from their nearest VororlOi vertex V is plot ted (see inset) 
[ur difFerellt value~ uf r (Color codes: dark to bright: 5, 16, 
27, 52, 71, 136, 159, 209 , 458, 674). It is norrnalized with the 
circumference 2nd and plotted on a logarithmic scale. A lin
ear decay corresponds to a Gaussian distribution of the small 
particles around the vertices. With decreasing temperature the 
small particles are forced to the vertices. 

strength originates from the fact that sometimes more 
than one particle is pinned near this minimum. 

This behavior is analogous to that of a binary crys
talline structure of purely repulsive pm'ticles, where the 
positions of particles are highly correlated such that the 
weaker interacting species are fixed to the potential min
ima of the big species. This tendency is at least found 
in all calculated stable T = 0 crystal structures [16] for 
~ < 0.5. (For ~ > 0.5 this is not true in general.) 

3.1 Formation of crystallites 

A direct motivation for the tendency towards crystalliza
tion is given by the observation of crystal grains such 
as those shown in Figure 4. Regions consist ing only of 
big particles form hexagonal grains (Fig. 4A) as expected 
from monodisperse sampIes (melting temperature r m ~ 
60 [19,20]). Here, interaction strengths are much higher 
(r > 220). Ensembles of many small particles do not ex
hibit crystalline order and form linear or branched chains 
(Fig. 4B). Again, this is clue to their low susceptibility. To 
reach crystallization for the small particles alone, the mag
netic fie ld has to be stronger by a factor of 3.5 compared to 
the big particles [21]. Thus , monoclisperse regions of small 
particles are expecteel to be fluiel at the used magnetic 
fieleIs and they are easily squeezed into chainlike struc
tures by the surrouneling big pm'ticles. 

The highlighted particles in Figure 4C form a clus
ter of simple quaelratic (SQ) unit cells maele up of big 
particles with a twofolel basis that contains one small par
ticle in the center. Another example for this structure is 
given in Figure 4D where three touching crystal grains are 
shown. These crystallites are q uite stable (over many elays 
no melting has been observeel, suggesting that an arrested 
orelering transition may have occurreel). The pictures are 
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Fig. 4 . PictUI'es A and B: Monodisperse structures of big and 
small particles at r "" 540. Big particles form hexagonal crystal 
grains, while small particles only form chains. Picture C: SQ 
crystal grain consisting of 64 Particles at r "" 425 with relat ive 
concentrat ion ~ = 1/2. Picture D: Three touching SQ crystal 
grains at r "" 540. Picture E: A crystal grain at r "" 220 
consisting of SQ columns alternating with hexagonal rhombs. 
The relative concentration of this crystal struct\lre is ~ = 1/3. 
The average relative concentration of the sampIes in all shown 
snapshots was ~ "" 45%. 

representative examples for a very frequent appearance 
especially in a sampIe mixture close to E, = 0.5 . 

The example in Figure 4E is an alterna ting composi
tion of SQ anel hexagonal unit cells. The shown crystal 
structure is representative anel was founel several t imes 
but less often than pure SQ grains . The crystal structure 
can be elescribeel as rhombic [16] with a threefolel basis 
of two big anel one small particle. In this way the sys
tem can organize in a periodic structure with a relative 
concentration of ~ = 1/3. However, the averaged relative 
concentration of the sampIe is 45%. 

The observed crystallites (up to 64 particles) cannot 
be formeel by spontaneous fluctuations. An estimation of 
the probability for a spontaneous formation can be ob
taineel by looking at classical nucleat ion theory [22] . The 
probabilities for such spontaneous formations are founel 
to be eliminutive [23]. This suggests that the frequent oc
currence of crystallites is causecl by the tendency towards 
crystallization which favors growth of equilibrium perioelic 
structures. 

Although the system shows glassy elynamics anel is 
globally elisorelereel [11], the local oreler reflects the uncler
Iying crystalline structure. In Figure 5 (right) the pair cor
relat ion functions for big anel small particles are plotteel in 
units of the average elistance of big particles for a strongly 
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Fig. 5. Left : Basic cryst al structures with highlighted unit cells: Big particles alone form hexagonal crysta ls, srnall particles 
alone an 'ange in chains. Mixtures of both species with a relat ive concentrat ion of ( = 1/2 form SQ crystallites. The fourth 
structure is a combination of hexagonal and SQ with relative concentration of ( = 1/3 and has a rhombic unit Gell. The 
sholtest and therefore Inost significant latt ice vectors and lengths are indicated as arrows. Lattice vectors that show up in 
several structures ( e.9. vectors of SQ unit cell in rhornbic structure) are not highlighted twice for reasons of clarity. Right : Pair 
correlation functions of big (solid) and small (dashed) particles for ,. = 674 and relative concentration ( = 42%. Peaks are 
sharp and correlated between species. Grey bars correspond to the lengths of the shortest lattice vectors of the drawn crystal 
~t.ructunis. T ll e labels aL tlle bar ellds ll uLe which bar i:; a ffili ated tu 91>1>(7') or 9 .. ,, (r} All peaks and bars coincide one to one. 
Bottom: The table contains the calculated lengths of the indicated latt ice vectors from ideal crystal structures and therefore 
the positions of the bars. The underlying lattice spacing a (hexagonal, SQ and rhombic) is taken from t he position of the first 
maximum of 91>{, (7') at a = 0.99 . l and for the chains the underlying spacing is t aken as a/2. 

dynamically arrested state at r = 674. The graph shows 
that all features in the pair correla tion function are in ex
cellent agreement with the simple crystal lat tices drawn 
above: A hexagonal crystal of 100% big particles, chains 
of small particles and a SQ crystal of 50% small and 50% 
big particles. As mentioned above, small particles cannot 
form hexagonal 2D crystals, but only chains. This is con
firmed by the missing peak in g.,s (7') at 7'/1 = .J3/2 (long 
diagonal distance of hexagonal rhomb) found in gbb(r) at 
r-/l = J3. A fourth structLU'e (Fig. 5, left) sterns from 
combina tion of the hexagonal and SQ structure and can 
be described as rhombic with a threefold basis [16] . In this 
way the system may form periodic struct LU'es with a rela
tive concentration of ~ = 1/3. All shOltest lattice vec tors 
highlighted in the latt ices are found in the pair correlation 
funct ions at the positions of the grey bars. The peaks in 

both correla tion functions at 7)1 = /4+ J3 ;::; 2.39 are 
statistical evidence for the rhombic structure. T hey can
not be explained by any of the other structures and as 
shown in F igure 4E they also occur in large grains. 

3.2 Dependence of loeal erystalline order on relative 
eoneentration 

In this sec tion we address the question how the local crys
tal structLU'e depends on the rela tive concentration E. In 

Figure 6 we compare the pair correlation functions g(r-) 
of two sampies with relative concentration E = 45% and 
E = 29% at strong supercooling r = 556 and r = 529, 
respectively. Due to a small shift of peak position in r- in
duced by the small particle fraction [15], the length scale 
I = 1/ !Pbig of the sampie with E = 29% was normalized 
by a factor of 1.04 to compare corresponding p eaks. 

We find that no additional peaks are showing up and 
no peak is vanishing. Only the relative contributions from 
thn difl:'nrnrll". llndnrlying crystal strllctl\l'nS an~ chfwgnd by 
the change in relative concentration. With decreasing E 
the big particles show stronger order in the hexagonal 
phase compared to the SQ phase . This results in a rel
a tive decrease of the peaks in gbb(r-) at r-/l = J2 (SQ , 

peak k in Fig. 5) and 7)1 = /4 + J3 ;::; 2.39 (rhombic, 
peak 0 in Fig. 5) and a strong relative increase of peaks 
a t r,/ l = {l , 2, 3, J3, V7} (hexagonal, peaks a, b, c, d, e in 
Fig.5). 

T he change in the configura tions of the small particles 
as seen in gss (T) indicates a relative increase of SQ order 
(peak k at r,/l = J2 in Fig. 5) compared to chain order 
(peak f at r,/l = 0.5). 

The comparison of both sam pies shows that the under
lying crys tal structures are not dependent on the rela tive 
concentra tion. Only the rela tive fraction of crystalli tes is 
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Fig. 6 . Pair correlat ion functions g(1') of only sm all (bottom) 
and only hip; (t.op) part.ir l ~s for t.wo sampIes \V it.h d i fl'~renr 

relative concentrat ion (dashed: ~ = 29% at r = 529, solid: 
~ = 45% at r = 556). For comparison of the peaks t he E, = 29% 
sampies r-axis was scaled with a factor of 1.04. This is due to 
a peak shift induced by the higher fract ion of small particles 
(part ia l clustering). The upper graph is shifted by 5 for reason 
of clarity. The peak heights change clue to the relative fraction 
o[ clirrerenL crystall ite stl'uctures . 

influeneed when the amount of small particles is deereased : 
Hexagonal order of big particles is inereased eompared to 
SQ order, and SQ order of the small particles is inereased 
eompared to ehain order. 

3.3 Oependence of orientational order on interaction 
parameter r 

The hexagonal erystal struet ure was al ready investigated 
in monodisperse systems [19]. The symmetry was inves
tigated by sixfold bond order eorrelation function G6 (r) 
whieh is sensitive to t lLe difFerent LOlLd order deeays cmd 
deray 10.ngHls in diff8r0.nt p hitS8S [24]. His r0.marl<i1bk thaI. 
the hexagonal strueture also appears in the binary mix
ture. T he formation of tiny hexagonal erystalli tes is not 
suppressed eompletely by the surrounding heterogenous 
binary strueture. 

The square unit eell is a typical eonstit uent oeeurring 
in the SQ strueture as weil as in the rhombie strueture. 
Therefore we analyze the fourfold order for inereasing in
teraetion strength r in the binm'y ease using the fourfold 
bond order eorrelation function G4 (1') defined as 

(2) 

with r = Iri - rjl and 'lj'4(rh,) = ~L ~l ei40k L, where the 
sum is earried out over a ll 1 nearest neighbors and @kl is 
the angle between rk - rl and a eommon referenee axis. 
The result is shown in F igure 7. The bond order eorrela
tion function G4 for big particles of a very fluid sampIe 
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F ig . 7. Bond order correlat ion function G4 for two indicated 
values of r of just the big particles (~ = 42%). A lthough the 
tlifferellce ill supcrcuolillg is drasLic, the decay lcllgth ur four
fo ld orientation is not significantly increased . T he system never 
exhibi ts any long-range order. 

(r = 5) is eompared with a strongly supereooled sampIe 
(r = 674). G4 deeays on the length seale of a few interpar
ticle distanees I and shows no signifieant r-dependenee. 
The oseillations of the eurves result {'rom the loeal order 
of the particles ancl refleet the pair eorrelation function 
gbb(r). Note the height ratio of the first two peaks in the 
eurve at r = 674. From the pair eorrelation function of 
the big particles in Figure 5 it is found that the distanee 
1'/1 = 1 is mueh more frequent than the distanee r /1 = )2. 
Here the eorresponding peaks show the opposite behavior. 
This is understood by the degree of fourfold order eon
neeted with these distanees. While r,/l = 1 eorresponds 
to both hexagonal (sixfold) and SQ order (fourfold) , the 
distanee r / I = )2 is related exclusively to fourfold SQ 
order. This loeal ordering in hexagonal and SQ order sig
nifieantly enhanees the seeond peak in eomparison to the 
first one. 

As the system eloes not exhibit any long-range orien
tational order in the binary ease we {'oeus on loeal fourfolel 
order . The explieit fraetion of SQ unit eells found in the 
loeal order is diseusseel first. To eompare this order for 
different. paril.Jll0.t0.rS , thr0.8 srl (~rt i oll rrit,rria for th8 or
eurrenee of square unit eells are introd ueed: 

l. Seleetion of eonfigurations with 1 small particle sur
roundeel by 4 big particles. 

2. Fourfolel loeal bond oreler parameter tJ; of eonfigura
tions seleeted in 1) . 

3. Bonel length deviation parameter b of eonfigurations 
seleeteel in 1). 

As for the first eriterion we eheek whether the foul' closest 
particles of a small particle are big ones. The fourfold bond 
order parameter of these eonfigurations for the seeonel 
eriteria is defined as 

1 <1 . 
tJr = - """ e ·,40N N 4 L....,. , (3) 

NN 

where () N N are the an gl es of the four bonds between the 
small beae! in the eenter and the surrouneling big particles 
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F ig. 8. Graph A: Histograrn of bond length deviations averaged over the four bonds of quadrangular configurat ions (1 small 
beao in t.he r.enl.er snrronnded hy '1 hip; heaos) are ShO\Vll for I.IVO difFerent valnes of r. Graph B: Histogram of local bond order 
parameters for two values of r calculated only for quadrangular configurations. Local fourfo ld order and average bond length 
are strongly enhancecl wit h increasing r. Graph C: The average deviat ion of bond lengths in SQ configurations (4 b ig, 1 srnall) 
is shown ver-sus r. Graph D: Bond orcler parameter p =Vi.fJ * i.fJ of SQ configurations is plotted ver-s·us r. The d ashecl lines 
indicate the saturat ion values b = 5.7% and p = O.rJ 2. Thr. symbols (opr.n sr/1 lilH'S, Oll r.d cirr:lr.s) r!ilTr.r br.r.ansr. I.wo rlirlcrr.nl 
sarnples were analyzed . Both sarnples have relative concentrat ions of ~ "" 45%. 

relative to a fixed reference. T he bond order parameter 
p = J!TI* !TI is a measure for the local fourfold symmetry. 
For perfect right angles this parameter is p = 1. All other 
configurations have lower values p > o. 

To characterize a SQ square this criterion is not suf
ficient since also other configurations like a rhomb may 
have right angles. Therefore in the third criteria the bond 
length deviation parameter b is introduced as 

b = ~ t I LN"':. - I I 
4 NN l 

(4) 

with the four bond lengths LN N and their average length I. 
For a perfect rectangle (not only squares) this quantity 
becomes zero. All three criteria combined can be used as 
a local fo urfold order parameter. 

The graphs in Figure 8 show how sensitive these 
parameters vary when the interaction parameter r is 
changed . A strong and continuous increase of order is 
founel in both criteria. The upper graphs F igures 8A and B 
show the d istribution of both parameters b and p for two 

extreme values of r. For the fluid case (r = 5) the 10-
cal order is very low as the distribution of b is broad and 
centered around a value of about 15%. At r = 674 the 
distributions of b and p are strongly peaked which reflects 
the high local order. Average values of b and p saturate 
with increasing r shown in Figures 8C and D. These sat
uration values are taken as selection limits to determine 
whether a quadrangular configuration is labelled as square 
unit cell. In Figure 9 these selected SQ configurations are 
highlighted in particular snapshots. Figure 10 shows the 
fract ion of SQ unit cells normalized by the number of small 
particles (the maximum mllnber of possible SQ configura
tions ). A continuous increase in the fraction of SQ unit 
cells is observed indicating the tendency for crystalliza
Lion. The measurernenLs for L\ovo differenL samples agree 
well for r < 220 but significantly deviate for larger val
ues of r, although both sampIes had comparable relative 
concentrations. 

Two reasons may explain this: i) The sampIe with less 
order for r > 220 (filled circles) happened to have a slight 
total drift, while the other (open squares) was absolute 
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Fig. 9. Snapshots for r = 51 (Ieft) and r = 520 (right). The highlighted particles have SQ unit cell configuration. The criteria 
of whether a quadrangular configuration is considered as a SQ uni t cell is b < 5.7% and p = J Ijt * ifJ > 0.92, the saturation values 
t aken from Figures 8C and D. 
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Fig. 10. Fraction of SQ unit cells ver'sus r . The symbols (open 
squares , Jilled circles) d ifFer because Lwo d ifferell t sampies were 
analyzed (both E; "" 45%). For low r both sampies exhibit 
same amounts of SQ order. For high I' , where the system is 
nonergodic, the individual local particle distribution and sarn
pie history plays a role. A cont inuous increase in loeal order is 
observed for decreasing system ternperature. 

quieseent. A small drift eauses a non-negligible shear in 
the sam pie whieh may have lead to a reelLletion in loeal 
ordC!r. ii) Th C! sarnp]es h iLve differen t. pr('p ill'ilJ,ion historiC!s , 
one is eooled down very slowly (open squares) whereas 
the other (filled eircles) was eooled down rapidly and the 
field of view was varied. Therefore the eoineidenee at low 
r and the deviation at high r ean be explained by the 
nonergodieity of the system a t these strongly supereooled 
sta tes on the tirneseale of measurernent. Whereas for lower 
r the fraetion of unit eells seems to be an equilibrium 
quantity, for higher l' it depends strongly on the history 
and individual eomposition of the sampie. 

4 Conclusion 

The strueture of our model 20 binary glass former shows 
no long-range order but has a clear underlying substrue
ture, whieh originates from the system 's tendeney to erys
tallize into a small set of erystal struetures: Hexago
nal order of big particles, ehains of small particles, sim
ple quadratie (SQ) with a loeal relative eoneentration of 
~ = 1/2 and rhombie with a loeal rela tive eoneentration of 
~ = 1/3. This was shown on the one hand by the appear
anee of extended stable erystal grains and , on the other 
hand, by the peaks of the pair eorrela tion funetions whieh 
are in agreement with these la ttiee struetures. Chang
ing the relative eoneentra tion of the mixt ure does not af
feet the peak strueture in the pair eorrelation funetions, 
but modifies the rela tive peak heights. This demonstra tes, 
that the erystal struetures do not change by themselves, 
but their relative eontribution to the globally disordered 
sta te. The rapid deeay of the fourfold bond order eor
rela tion function reveals that inereasing the interaction 
parameter r does not signifieantly enhanee long-range 01'

der but strongly enhanees loeal fourfold order, as fOllnd in 
t'. hc lom1 bond ordcr stat,ist,ics. DiffC!l'cnt sck ction cri tcria 
were introdlleed to probe the arnount of square unit eells 
for a given interaction r . A eontinllous inerease with some 
indieation of a change in slope ne ar r ~ 50 is found in 
Figure 10 whieh might indieate an underlying phase tran
sition. The saturation a t high r values depends on the 
individual his tory and loeal eomposition of the sampie. 

Beside the investigated strlletures there is a whole 
buneh of other even more exotie erystal lattiees that a re 
predicted to be stable [16] espeeia lly for lügher relative 
eoneentra tions of small particles. In partieular the strue
tllres eolleetively deseribed as "ehains" in this work are 
expeeted to be identified as pie ces or erystalline order with 
high relative eoneentration ~. 
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Of special interest is the connection of the found struc
tures to local clynamics and how local crystallinity is re
lated to dynamic heterogeneity [11]. From the stability of 
larger crystal grains it is expectecl that regions with high 
crystall inity strongly contribute to slow clown the systems 
c1ynamics. 

We thank P. Dillmann and U. Gasser fOl' ideas and fruitful 
discussion . This WOl'k was supported by the DFG (Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft ) in the frame of Sonderforschungs
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